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Abstract 

 

This paper details the architecture and design principles that are used in the development of an e-commerce 

system. One of the goals that we are looking at in the near future is to provide the entire ecommerce as a 

platform which can deals with multi tenant, multi vendor and multi currency. 

 

This e-commerce platform has an advantage of dealing with multiple vendors. Each vendor has his 

own services like a seller can sell their product online or some of the sellers can only display their products 

the products cannot buy by any users. These business services were given for each vendor by system admin. 

Based on these services only a vendor can get the resources from database. Spring will provide security for 

accessing web resources and hibernate acts as an ORM tool. Multi currency deals with different currency 

price for every product like in INR,$,etc. By this we can sell products in multiple currencies in multiple 

countries.  

 

Index Terms: e-commerce, multi currency, multi vendor, multi tenant,  hibernate 

1. Introduction 

Now-a-days every e-commerce site has only one seller and single currency. The problem arises 

when a user wants to buy a fashion product online such as ethnic wear which are different from seller to 
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seller, in this case a user has to visit so many e-commerce applications of their corresponding seller e-

commerce site. This problem can be overcome by bringing all the fashion based sellers on to a single 

platform where it is managed by admin. In this application all the transaction money debited from buyer and 

credited to admin then these all the transactions can be settled by admin according to the respective seller 

services. This multicurrency e-commerce site deals with different currency values for each product. This is 

the main attractive feature, because of its flexibility to buy the product in multiple currencies. By this we 

make this site available to different country users. This deals with developing an e-commerce website for 

online purchase. It provides the user with a catalog of different products available for purchase in the store. In 

order to facilitate online purchase a shopping cart is provided to the user. 

The various users/actors in the system are as follows: 

 

• Subscriber – Subscriber can purchase products from the site. The identity of the subscriber can be 

his/her Facebook/twitter account or a web site account created using an email address.  

• Vendor – Vendor can sell products using the e-commerce platform. Seller needs to register with site 

using an email address. Vendor can also display the products which are not for buying. 

• Admin – Has control over the entire system.  

 

2. System architecture 
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3. Technology Overview: 

It will follow 3-tier architecture with the following layers which follows MCV architecture  

● Model: The model consists of a database like mysql, oracle and Mongo DB for storing images. 

Mongo DB is a database which is used to store the images in server, while uploading the images on 

to the mongo DB it returns a unique id which is stored in mysql. While retrieving an image a request 

is sent to mango db server with the unique id of the image. 

Hibernate, an ORM tool is used for creating a table, inserting the data, and for accessing the 

data. Quires are Written in Hibernate Query Language (HQL) is used for writing the quires. 

 

 Example for creating a table using hibernate: 

@Entity 

@Table(name = "user") 

@PrimaryKeyJoinColumn(name = "id") 

public class User extends Base{ 

       private String userName; 

       private Long buyerId;} 

Example for Accessing the data from database using hibernate: 

@Component 

public class UserDao extends BaseDAO<User> {     

    public User findByUserName(String userName){ 

         Criteria criteria = createCriteria(); 

        criteria.add(Restrictions.eq("userName",userName)); 

         criteria.setMaxResults(1); 

          return (User)criteria.uniqueResult();  }} 

● Control: The controller is responsible for processing the request obtained from the view and returns 

the appropriate response to the view. Before processing the web request it is checked with the 

security such as authentication and authorization of the service from the user, vendor or an admin.  

Authentication is used to check whether the requested user is valid or not while authorization is used 

to verify the permission of the specified user. 

Example of controller: 

@Controller 

@RequestMapping("/products") 

public class HelloController{ 

   @RequestMapping(method = RequestMethod.GET) 

   public String printHello(ModelMap model) { 

      model.addAttribute("vendorId",model.getVendorId() ; 
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      return "productsDescription";}} 

● View: The view consists of html pages integrated with jsp tags and java script. From the view the 

requests to the controller are sent using the ajax request, using the url. Response from the controller 

is json format as shown below: 

{"products":[ 

   {"productName":"product1","price":"100"},  

   {"productName":"product2","price":"200"}, 

]} 

This json data is bind to the html page using knockout.js. Knockout uses MVVM architecture for 

binding with the html pages. In addition to this we use other java script technologies like jquery. 

Cascading style sheets are used in view in order to make the more attractive. 

 

4. Conclusion 

 
This application is built using the spring and hibernate through which we can obtain high reliability 

and security. By this application we can bring the n number of seller together to sell their products and a user 

can save their time of searching the products on different applications and this application can also be used in 

different countries as we are handling the multiple currencies. 
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